EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED. EXACTLY WHEN YOU NEED IT.
WHY CHOOSE CLIMAX | H&S TOOL

• PURE PLAY: We are the only global company in our industry that NEVER competes with our customers!
• PRODUCT RANGE & SYNERGIES: With over 75 standard products and services, CLIMAX | H&S Tool offers one-stop shopping!
• OUTRAGOUSLY GOOD CUSTOMER SERVICE: We are available 24/7. Customers know us, trust us, and they avoid the risks of trying someone else.
• UNIQUE TALENT: People with practical knowledge to design and rent portable machine tools is limited – and most of them work for CLIMAX | H&S Tool!
• INDUSTRY LEADER: CLIMAX | H&S Tool are well known and #1 for good reason!
• MANUFACTURING PROWESS: We have 100+ years of combined knowledge in building high-quality, high-performance tools.
• END-TO-END SOLUTIONS: From products, consulting, application engineering, custom design, training, start-up, after-sale service, spare parts, repair, and rentals, CLIMAX | H&S Tool offers unmatched value in our industry.

THE WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL PORTABLE TOOLS AT A PAINLESS PRICE.

Buying any tool, no matter how good, is difficult to justify when you may use it only once or twice a year. But with virtually the entire catalog of CLIMAX | H&S Tool available for rental, your toolbox is as big as you need it to be – without the upfront investment.

RENTALS STOCKED WORLDWIDE

Your regional CLIMAX | H&S Tool rental deports are like your own supply room. Talk to our rental specialists and applications experts to determine the perfect fit for each job. Rent it. Repair right on site. Return it. Take the small cost out of your operating budget – you won’t even have to put in a capital request.

TOOLS THAT WORK FOR YOU

• Maximize your tool fleet’s utility: Own what you use a lot, and rent for special jobs or overload situations.
• Minimize risk by outsourcing product responsibility, legal compliance costs, and the costs of tool maintenance.
• Assure yourself of the latest portable machine tool technology while you cut the cost of service shops, spare parts, and maintenance records.
• “Test drive” our tools before you buy to make sure they meet your needs.

JOB-SMART, BUSINESS-SAVVY

With low-cost, high-performance CLIMAX | H&S Tool rentals, you’ve got the perfect machine tool for each unique repair job – there when you need them, gone when you don’t.

And when you’re ready to buy? Purchase new or save money with our reconditioned used equipment at great prices.

POWER TO SHARE

BORING MACHINES

Seven models and dozens of configurations to choose from, with boring diameters up to 80 inches (2032 mm). Compact, versatile, and the most powerful tools in their class.

BORE AND WELD AT ONCE

BORE WELDING

Both automated spiral and step welding systems are available. They attach to CLIMAX boring machines to let you bore and weld with one setup or even simultaneously.

VERSATILITY UNLIMITED

FLANGE FACERS, ID MOUNT

FLANGE FACERS, OD MOUNT

These versatile machines can be operated in any position, thanks to their sealed gear box lubrication.

POWERFUL AND PRECISE

FLANGE FACERS, OD MOUNT

Designed for the rugged challenges in the Oil, Gas & Chemical industry, this machine sets a new standard in operator safety while delivering up to 30% time savings on flange-facing jobs. Pick from a wide variety of models with machining diameters up to 177 inches (4506 mm).

ENGINEERED FOR ACCURACY

PIPE CUTTING

The H&S Tool split-frame machine design is a unique combination of accuracy, strength and ease of handling. Sever and machine pipes from 0.625 - 86 inches (15.9 - 2184.4 mm) welding diameters.

FAST WORK IN TIGHT QUARTERS

PORTABLE LATHE

Our lathes mount directly to the workpiece and rotate around the shaft. Cut O-ring grooves, repair splendins, or fix out-of-round gear seats with as little as 7 inches (177.8 mm) of radial clearance.
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